Bits and q-bits in a psychiatric ward.
The present study is a trial on expressing the whole state of a psychiatric ward as a linear combination of base states in a Hilbert space. Real data were collected by observing the behavior of the patients from the psychiatric ward of the Clinical Hospital from Faculdade de Medicina de Ribeirão Preto for 12 days and, according to standard procedures, 18 behavioral parameters were daily measured for each patient. The whole data set was analyzed and, by taking the standard grades as eigenstates, the state of the ward was daily expressed by a linear combination of them, allowing the estimation of state transition matrices and of the quantum variability measure. Coefficients of the linear combination can be interpreted as square roots of probabilities and informational entropy is associated to each state resulting in the classical variability measure. Temporal evolutions of the classical and quantum variability measures are plotted trying to relate them to the behavioral state of the whole ward.